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Abstract

The IEEE 802.11 MAC layer is known for its
low performances in wireless ad hoc networks.
For instance, it was shown in the litterature that
two independent emitters nodes can easily mo-
nopolize the medium, preventing other nodes
to send packets. The protocol we introduce in
this article is a simple variation of the original
802.11 MAC layer which significantly increases
the fairness while maintaining a high effective
bandwidth. Its principle consists in avoiding
systematic successive transmissions by the same
emitter through the probabilistic introduction of
a waiting time, a virtual NAV, after each emis-
sion. The probability to set a NAV is adaptively
computed depending on the perceived utility of
the previous virtual NAV. This protocol, called
PNAV (Probabilistic NAV), is shown to be effi-
cient by simulation and is compared to another
802.11 adaptation.

1 Introduction

Medium-access control (MAC) protocols for
wireless networks have received a considerable
attention over the past few years with the aim
to reduce the number of collisions while max-
imizing the bandwidth use. Collisions occur
when a node is in the neighborhood of two si-
multaneous transmitters. If the transmitting sta-
tions are neighboring nodes, the collision prob-
ability can be reduced through the use of a
simple random backoff algorithm and a carrier
sense mechanism. These principles are the ba-
sics of the widely-used CSMA protocol fam-
ily. If the transmitting stations cannot communi-
cate directly, the collision risk is increased due
to the absence of carrier sense. This problem
was first introduced by Tobagi and Kleinrock
in [13] and is known as the “hidden terminal
problem”. Several solutions have been proposed
to resolve this problem. For instance, commu-
nicating nodes can exchange short control mes-
sages to inform their neighborhood of the forth-
coming data frame. In the IEEE 802.11Dis-
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tributed Coordination Function(DCF), a node
initiating a communication first sends a request-
to-send (RTS) frame to the receiver. If the in-
tended receiver correctly receives the RTS frame
and if the medium is free in its vicinity, this lat-
est answers with a clear-to-send (CTS). Upon
reception of the CTS frame, the sender trans-
mits its data frame. The RTS and CTS con-
trol frames contain the duration of the subse-
quent data exchange, which gives the opportu-
nity to all neighboring nodes to be aware of the
medium occupation induced by the communi-
cation. More precisely, nodes that receive RTS
and/or CTS frames set a “Network Allocation
Vector” (NAV) for the duration of the exchange
and will restrain from transmitting during this
period.

In addition to collisions, the hidden terminal
situation is responsible for several issues. Ng
and Liew have showed that along a node string
in a multi-hop network, all nodes do not have
the same medium access [14]. The unfairness
of the MAC protocol is also clearly exhibited
by Chaudetet al. [10]. They propose a sim-
ple scenario with three pairs of emitters and re-
ceivers where two pairs capture the totality of
the medium while the third one has no opportu-
nity to compete for the medium access. Such
typical scenarios appear when the medium is
saturated. There have been some proposals to
solve these issues and they usually lead to a
traffic limitation. In this paper, we address the
fairness problem while ensuring an efficient use
of the channel bandwidth. We propose a sim-
ple modification of the MAC layer where nodes
can probabilistically set a virtual NAV after each
sent frame. The probability to introduce such
a NAV is adaptively computed according to its
observed utility. We show that our approach is
efficient compared to already existing solutions.
This MAC protocol is called PNAV for Prob-
abilistic NAV and is fully compatible with the

IEEE 802.11 standard.
The remaining of the paper is organized as

follows. The next section is dedicated to the
IEEE 802.11 MAC layer and a literature review
of related works. We describe our proposal in
Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are dedicated to
evaluations. In Section 4, we describe the simu-
lation environment and results are given in Sec-
tion 5. The Section 6 concludes the paper and
presents the future works.

2 Related Works

2.1 Description of IEEE 802.11

The IEEE 802.11 [12] distributed medium ac-
cess, theDistributed Coordination Function
(DCF), is based on Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
principles. Before emitting a frame, nodes sense
the channel to determine whether the medium
is free or not. If the medium is free, the frame
is emitted after a constant period of time called
DIFS.

When the medium is busy, the frame trans-
mission is deferred until the medium becomes
free again. To prevent collisions between mul-
tiple waiting emitters, in addition toDIFS,
nodes have to wait during a random time called
backoff– an integer number of constant duration
time-slots – during which the medium shall stay
idle. The backoff is decremented slot by slot.
As soon as this counter reaches a null value,
the frame is emitted. If the medium becomes
busy during this waiting process, the process is
suspended and will be resumed as soon as the
medium is freed again, with the remaining num-
ber of slots as the new backoff value.

When an emitter gains access to the medium,
the whole frame is transmitted. Collisions can
happen, for instance when two emitters draw the
same backoff. Collision detection is impossible
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in radio networks and nodes can only be aware
of the proper reception of a frame by the recep-
tion of the corresponding MAC-level acknowl-
edgment.

To address the hidden nodes situation, an op-
tional RTS-CTS mechanism can be triggered.
RTS-CTS exchange prior to transmission forces
a medium reservation in a one-hop neighbor-
hood of both of the communicating peers. Upon
reception of such a message, a node will con-
sider the medium busy for the duration of the
subsequent transmission. This process is called
virtual carrier sense. For more details on this
protocol, the reader shall refer directly to the
standard [12].

This protocol has been originally designed for
infrastructure-based networks, operating under
a base station authority. Nevertheless, its dis-
tributed operation seemed suited for ad hoc net-
working. Since then, numerous works have put
into light performance and fairness issues with
this standard in a multi-hop context. Only a few
solutions have been proposed to address these
problems.

2.2 Literature Review

The binary exponential backoff(BEB) proce-
dure used by the IEEE 802.11 DCF has been
questioned regarding fairness and performance
for a long time. In MACAW [2], Bharghavanet
al. compare the performances of a Multiplica-
tive Increase Linear Decrease backoff algorithm
and show that this mechanism achieves better
overall throughput and fairness that the classical
BEB algorithm.

Ozuguret al., in [15] study a per-linkpi,j-
persistent backoff algorithm based on a fairness
index computed as the ratio between the max-
imum link throughput over the minimum link
throughput, and on the number of connexions
on each link. In this scheme, each user shall
regularly broadcast information on the number

of logical connexions or the average contention
time to all of its neighbors.

In [16], the P-Mac protocol intends on find-
ing the optimal contention window to enhance
overall performances and enforce weighted fair-
ness among stations. The contention window
is determined dynamically, based on the time
passed to wait for the channel, on the idle time
and on the estimated number of stations in the
contention area.

In [1] Bensaouet al. present an algorithm
aiming to enforce weighted fairness among sta-
tions. For each emitteri, they define a chan-
nel proportion the emitter should try to obtain,
φi and its achieved throughputWi. Theφi pro-
portion can be tuned for instance to reflect the
number of flows routed by the terminals. The
goal of the algorithm is to adjust contention wid-
ows sizes in order to equalize the ratiosWi/φi in
the network, for any couple of stations. Practi-
cally, the stations tune their contention windows
by considering their whole set of neighbors as
a single emitter. [17] takes into account variable
packet sizes and treats the case in which RTS-
CTS exchange is not used. Nevertheless, this
schemes only takes into account frames that can
be decoded to update statistics.

[3] have introduced DCC, a lightweight mod-
ification of the transmission mode of the IEEE
802.11 protocol. Each station regularly com-
putes a value calledSlot Utilization, i.e. the
ratio between the number of busy slots over
the number of available slots during a period
of time. This value reflects the level of usage
of the radio channel. Whenever a backoff ex-
pires and a frame is ready to be transmitted, a
transmission probability is computed according
to theSlot Utilization value and to the number
of unsuccessful previous transmission attempts.
An emitter transmits the frame according to this
probability. This additional contention level
makes emitters restrain from transmitting when-
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ever the medium becomes overloaded, prevent-
ing collisions and therefore enhancing the proto-
col performances. [4] enhances this mechanism
whenever the optimalSlot Utilization is known,
i.e. the slot utilization representing the best
compromise between time spent in collisions
and time spent refraining from transmitting. In
this case, the probability of transmission can be
tuned to aim reaching thisSlot Utilization.

In [8], Cal et al. have computed the per-
formance of ap-persistent IEEE 802.11. They
show that this protocol exhibits similar perfor-
mances, in terms of throughput, as the regular
BEB-based IEEE 802.11. Based on this model-
ing, a backoff tuning scheme has been designed
in [5,9] but it requires an estimation of the num-
ber of stations to reach its optimal performance.
[6] shows that the product of the number of sta-
tions by thep value leading to the optimal per-
formance is asymptotically constant and [4] uses
this result to derive the optimalSlot Utilization
value, calledAsymptic Contention Limit(ACL)
which is only dependent on the average frame
size. The resulting scheme,Asymptotic Opti-
mal Backoff(AOB) exhibits performances close
to the theoretical optimal capacity of the IEEE
802.11 protocol. [7] solves the fairness issue ap-
pearing when regular 802.11 stations contend
with AOB-enhanced stations by introducing a
credits mechanism. A station refraining from
transmitting because of the probability of trans-
mission will be granted later on backoff-free
transmissions to compensate its time loss. This
article also provides an ACL value computed ac-
cording to HR-DSSS, the high rate transmission
layer of IEEE 802.11b.

3 Probabilistic NAV

Under certain circumstances, the 802.11 DCF
function leads to an unbalanced bandwidth
repartition or different medium access probabil-

ities between different radio links. For exam-
ple, let us consider the three pairs topology in-
tensively studied in [10,11] and showed on Fig-
ure 1. In this scenario, three emitters contend for
medium access. The topology is unbalanced and
one emitter compete with the two others while
the other ones only have to deal with the central
emitter. Neighbor emitters are in mutual carrier-
sense range but cannot directly communicate.

Figure 1: 3-pair topology.

the pair in the middle never gains access to the
medium which is monopolized by the exterior
pairs. In this configuration, the exterior pairs do
not even get knowledge of the middle one trying
to access the medium. In consequence, 802.11
DCF adaptations such as AOB [4] which esti-
mates the medium occupation using the emit-
ters’ perception of the state of the medium, only
slighlty increase the fairness of 802.11 in this
situation. As the middle pair is dumb, exte-
rior pairs do not hear any other communications,
do not delay transmission through the classical
backoff or NAV mechanisms and thus consider
an unoccupied medium which in turns reduce
the efficiency of the AOB protocol.

In the presence of dumb radio links, the only
way to increase the fairness is to give these links
an opportunity to express themselves. This may
be done through the introduction of NAV in the
802.11 layer of nodes which frequently access
the medium. These silence periods may give
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the opportunity to dumb radio links to trans-
mit packets and to notify their presence to all
surrounding nodes which could in turn activate
mechanisms to increase fairness.

Our proposal, PNAV – forProbabilistic NAV
–, follows this strategy. According to a varying
probability, a node sets a NAV of durationδ af-
ter a transmission in order to give other nodes
the possibility to gain access to the medium.
The NAV probability,pnav, is a function of both
the node and other nodes’ use of the medium.
Qualitatively, it helps emitters answer questions
such as “am I monopolizing the medium?” or
“ did my last NAV give an opportunity to another
node’s communication?”. We describe the pro-
tocol in this section.

3.1 Event-Driven System

In order to estimate the medium occupancy in-
duced by a particular node, we identify three dif-
ferent events. These events will be used by the
PNAV automaton to adapt the node probability
to introduce a NAV after each of its emissions.
The events are the followings and are depicted
in Figure 2:

< δ

VNAV

VNAVs event

r event

t event

node-originated
 message

neighbor-originated
 message

Figure 2: Events descriptions

• t event: the t event occurs when the con-
sidered emitter acquires the medium for

two successive transmissions with an inter-
emission period inferior to the NAV dura-
tion, δ.

• r event: the r event occurs under two con-
ditions. First, the considered mobile has set
a probabilistic NAV after its last emission;
second, the medium has been acquired by
another node before the NAV expiration.

• s event: thes event occurs under two con-
ditions. First, the considered node has in-
troduced a probabilistic NAV after its last
emission; second, the medium has been
reacquired by the considered node after ex-
piration of the NAV.

These three events may be easily interpreted
in term of a node’s medium occupancy. If a node
u only keeps on experiencingt events, it means
that it is monopolizing the medium. Occurrence
of an r transmission means that the introduc-
tion of the NAV has been successful in term of
medium fairness as this silence period has been
used by another node to access the medium. Fi-
nally, occurrence of thesevent signifies that the
introduced PNAV was not necessary as the asso-
ciated silence period has not been successfully
used by another node to access the medium.
We will see in the following sections how these
events can be used to efficiently adapt the prob-
ability to introduce a NAV after one’s emission.

3.2 Automaton description

As described at the beginning of the section, the
PNAV mechanism adapts the probability to in-
troduce a NAV depending on the medium oc-
cupation that can be observed from one node.
Three events have been identified in the previ-
ous subsection and we will now describe how
the observation of one identified event impact
on the NAV probability. Initially, the NAV prob-
ability, pnav is set to0. Upon observation of at
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event, this probability is increased bypstep. A t
event signifies that the considered node is con-
secutively acquiring the medium without giving
the opportunity to dumb nodes to express them-
selves. In consequence, we increase the proba-
bility to introduce a NAV after the node’s next
emission in order to give other nodes a chance
to acquire the medium.

p_nav=0

p_nav =
p_nav+p_step

p_nav=1

t

s

s
r

t

Figure 3: PNAV automaton

Upon anr event,pnav is set to1 and a NAV is
systematically set as long as nos event occurs.
An r event indicates that the previously intro-
duced NAV has been an opportunity for other
nodes to transmit packets. As a consequence,
the node should keep on introducing NAV in or-
der to keep on providing other nodes the oppor-
tunity to acquire the medium. Finally, upon a
s event, pnav is reinitialized to0. The previ-
ously introduced NAV having remained useless,
we reinitialize the probability to0 so that NAV
will be introduced only after observation of new
t events. The automaton determiningpnav in
function of the different events is depicted on
Figure 3. The main concerns behind the automa-
ton functioning are to introduce NAV as soon as
a node is monopolizing the medium (t event), to
keep on introducing NAV if they are useful (r
event) and finally not to introduce a NAV if it is
useless. The last point is important as it is the
one ensuring a low bandwidth waste if the con-

sidered node is the only one competing to access
the medium.

The PNAV mechanism depends on two pa-
rameterspstep andδ. We will see in Section 5
how they can affect the performances of the pro-
tocol, its fairness as well as the bandwidth de-
crease it induces.

4 Evaluations

This section focuses on introducing the simula-
tion environment and the scenarios we used in
order to study some equity issues observed in
IEEE 802.11 DCF.

4.1 Environnement

Simulations in this study basically involve sev-
eral parallel pairs of nodes, each pair having
an emitter node trying to transmit its traffic to
a receiver node. For example, figure 1 illus-
trates this topology considering 3 parallel pairs.
We will first consider that parameters are set in
such a way that an emitter node only senses and
can communicate with its two closest neighbors
(inter-pair distance: 150 m, radio range: 160 m,
carrier sense: 160 m). Then we will increase the
carrier sense distance and finally fall to the sce-
narios depicted earlier. Beside the basic paral-
lel pairs, we evaluate the impact of our propo-
sition on chained nodes and random network
topologies. These experiments are conducted
as follows: given a topology of nodes (couples
of emitter/receiver nodes), we basically gener-
ate a saturated traffic from the emitters to their
respective receivers and we log the amount of
data successfully received during the simulation
process.

The main parameters for these simulations are
given in the table 1.

The MAC protocols considered in this study
have been implemented into the widely used
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Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Inter-node distance 150 m
Carrier sensing range400 m or 160 m

Traffic generator CBR saturated
Frame size 1000 bytes

Simulation duration 30 s
Channel bandwidth 11 Mb/s

network simulator NS-21, including the AOB
flavor prensented in [4] with the correct ACL
and our proposition PNAV.

4.2 Scenarios

4.2.1 Parallel pair scenarios

The simplest scenario, a single emitter and a
single receiver with a saturated traffic, provides
the opportunity to rate the maximum bandwidth
provided in no-competition conditions.

The 2-pair saturated traffic scenario will also
be evaluated in order to rate the maximum band-
width over a shared channel, and thus, to rate the
synchronization ability of the MAC protocol.

The 3-pair scenario enlightens the typical is-
sue about the fairness of most ad hoc MAC pro-
tocols. The middle emitter node has to com-
pete for medium access, with emitters from both
sides, which themselves do not have to compete
with each other. IEEE 802.11 DCF equity issues
typically arise in this topology.

Further increasing the number of pairs then
leads to similar fairness issues, whose charac-
teristics depend on the number of pairs.

4.2.2 Chain

Besides parallel flows, we will evaluate the im-
pact of chained flows. This topology is illus-

1http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/index.html

trated on figure 4. One traffic flow runs from
A to B, another one from B to C,etc. Note that
this situation is different from the one in which a
flow is routed through the whole string of nodes.
In this situation, we evaluate the routing capac-
ity of each hop independently.

A B C
...

Figure 4: Chain topology.

4.2.3 Random topology

Finally, we will simulate the different MAC
adaptations in a pseudo real world network
topology: a uniformly randomly located set of
nodes where a given number of flows is trans-
mitted between random nodes.

5 Performance evaluation

In this section, we present an analytical eval-
uation of the loss of bandwidth that can be
expected on a single link and simulation re-
sults for the larger scenarios described above.
Simulations were performed using the network
simulator NS-2 in version 2.27 with MAC and
physical parameters tuned to reflect the HR-
DSSS 11 Mb/s physical layer of IEEE 802.11b.
Simulation results presented in this section are
the average of the throughput mean and stan-
dard deviation of each flow, computed over 20
simulations. To evaluate the performance of
the sole MAC protocol, we used a static rout-
ing agent for NS-2 developed by T. Razafind-
ralambo, computing offline shortest-paths be-
tween any pairs of nodes. Other sources of traf-
fic such as ARP have been disabled. Results pre-
sented here only concern transmissions without
RTS-CTS exchange. Simulations also have been
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performed with RTS-CTS activated and the con-
clusions are similar in each of these situations,
even though the overall performance is differ-
ent.

5.1 Single pair

Figure 5: The single pair topology

0 1 2 3 k1

p

2.p

1-p 1-2.p

3.p

1
p

k.p

1

Figure 6: A markov chain describing the au-
tomaton behavior in the single pair case

To begin with the performance analysis of the
PNAV mechanism, we consider a single com-
municating pair. This configuration is illustrated
in figure 5. The aim of this first study is to eval-
uate the waste of bandwidth introduced by the
probabilistic NAV when there is no contention
on the medium. Indeed, PNAV decreases the

maximum bandwidth that can be achieved by a
lone communication. Consider nodeu commu-
nicating with nodev at a packet rate such that
the inter-emission period is inferior toδ. Node
u will observe consecutivet transitions until it
sets a NAV. This NAV will not be used by any
other communication asu is the only transmit-
ting node and as transition will occur, reini-
tializing pnav to zero. The phenomenon will be
repeated periodically, introducing NAVs which
are periods that can not be used byu to trans-
mit packets and thus decreasing the effective
bandwidth of the communication betweenu and
v. We will now try to evaluate this bandwidth
waste as a function of the parametersδ andpstep.

Let Nnav be the random variable associated
to the number of emissions between two proba-
bilistic NAV. As there is only one pair commu-
nicating, the only possible transitions aret andr
depending on wether or not a NAV has been in-
troduced after the preceding emission. The au-
tomaton behavior can be modeled with a simple
markov chain described by Figure 6. In con-
sequence, it is quite simple to compute the ex-
pected number of emissionsE(Nnav) between
two NAV.

p(Nnav = k) = k.pstep.Π
k−1
i=0 (1 − i.pstep)

E(Nnav) =

1
pstep∑
k=1

k2.pstep.Π
k−1
i=0 (1 − i.pstep)

Given E(Nnav) and depending onδ, we can
also deduce the decrease of effective bandwidth
in the case of a single communicating pair. It is
illustrated by figure 8. As we can see on the pic-
ture, the effective bandwidth of PNAV is close
to the maximum available bandwidh (3600 kb/s)
even with large values forδ if we consider small
values forpstep.
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Figure 7: NAV frequency for a single pair
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Figure 8: Effective bandwidth of a single pair
using PNAV

5.2 Other topologies
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Figure 9: Throughput means and standard devi-
ations for different configurations - carrier sense
range identical to transmission range.

We first simulated two to seven parallel pairs
separated by a distance close to the transmission
range with a carrier sense area equal to the trans-
mission area. Emitters only compete with their
direct neighbors and no collision occurs because
the receivers are near enough of their associate
emitters to prevent signal jamming. This kind of
scenario can happen in an indoor context, for in-
stance. Its purpose is to give basic evaluation of
the performance of the different solutions, with-
out signal-level concerns.

Figure 9 presents the achieved throughput
means and standard deviations in function of the
number of parallel pairs. A first observation is
that using PNAV leads to an almost null stan-
dard deviation, improving fairness, but at the
cost of overall performance. AOB also presents
a mean throughput decrease and leads to a fair-
ness only a little better than the one achieved by
IEEE 802.11.

Increasing the carrier sense range so that
emitters compete for medium access with two-
hops neighbors leads to the results presented on
Figure 10. On this figure, AOB and PNAV result
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Figure 10: Throughput means and standard de-
viations for different configurations - large car-
rier sense

in similar mean throughput but PNAV improves
fairness. The standard deviation peaks for 4-
pairs and 7-pairs configurations are due to the
particularities of the topology. Let’s consider,
for instance the 4-pairs scenario. In this situa-
tion the central emitters have to compete with
all three other emitters for medium access while
the exterior ones only compete with two others.
This unbalance tends to prevent central nodes
from transmitting, leaving a greater share of the
medium to the exterior nodes. The 7-pairs situ-
ation is indeed the aggregation of two times the
4-pairs situations. Exterior pairs and the very
central pair are favored.

Finally, let us consider the three-pairs sce-
nario as it was presented in [10, 11] and its
generalizations. Neighbor emitters are now no
more able to communicate with each other, but
they still share the medium though. Figure 11
presents the corresponding simulation results.
In these situations, PNAV leads to a channel use
between regular 802.11 and AOB and achieves
the best fairness among the three protocols.

These results on parallel pairs show that the
additional waiting time introduced by PNAV is
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Figure 11: Throughput means and standard de-
viations for different configurations - neighbor
pairs cannot communicate

useful in the situations in which a node takes the
whole medium and a neighbor is starved.
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Figure 12: Throughput means and standard de-
viations for different chains configurations

The simulation results for chains topologies
are presented on Figure 12. In these topolo-
gies, PNAV achieves good channel utilization
for a fairness level similar to the one achieved
by AOB.

Finally, simulations have been performed on
different random topologies. Examples of these
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results, for 15 and 30 nodes networks in a 500 m
square area with 2 to 15 active flows are pre-
sented on Figure 13. Results are similar regard-
less of the parameters of the simulation, sta-
tistically, PNAV improves the fairness of the
medium access and does not cost a high amount
of bandwidth. AOB usually leads to a better fair-
ness but also more reduces the channel use.
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Figure 13: Throughput means and standard de-
viations for some random configurations

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented PNAV, an adap-
tation of the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol in order
to increase its fairness in an ad hoc environment.
Contrarily to other proposals using the medium
occupation – the slot utilization metric for AOB
– as an input to the system, our protocol is event-
driven. It consists in introducing probabilistic
NAV depending on events observed on the radio
medium. These events can be qualitatively de-
scribed as “I am monopolizing the medium” or
“ my PNAV has been useful for someone’s else
communication”. The probability to introduce a
NAV evolves depending on these events. PNAV
has been simulated in several topologies known

for their 802.11 DCF fairness issues, the pairs
and the chain topologies, as well as pseudo-
realistic topologies. It has shown very satisfying
performances, inducing more fairness between
the different flows than a classical IEEE 802.11
DCF and AOB as well depending on the consid-
ered topology, while maintaining a high overall
throughput, lower than a classical IEEE 802.11
DCF but higher than AOB.

If the results observed by simulations are
promising, several works remain to be done. A
theoretical analysis of the PNAV automaton and
the NAV probability function is an interesting
perspective as it may enlighten the existence of
an optimal NAV probability as a function of the
network topology. A similar work as been done
in [4] in the AOB context. Other radio medium
events can also be considered in order to refine
the PNAV automaton with the aim to continue
on increasing the MAC protocol fairness while
maintaining a high achieved throughput. We
also plan on sudying the behavior of the pro-
posed protocol when used in networks called
heterogeneousby [7], i.e. network composed of
emitters using different MAC strategies.

Finally, an interesting point is that the PNAV
protocol is not incompatible with other 802.11
DCF adaptations such as AOB. They present
two different approaches that could be com-
bined. While AOB monitors the radio occu-
pation to adapt its deferring probability, PNAV
uses different events such as successive trans-
missions to decide to relinquish the medium.
The consequence is that both protocols show
their best performances in different topologies.
An interesting study would be to combine both
of them in order to see whether the resulting
adaptation would inherit from both good perfor-
mances.
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